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Abstract 

Pulsed fi ld gradient nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) xpcrimcnts were 
performed on hard-sphere-like colloidal ·uspensions. We synth siz d NMR
visible colloidal particles and measured sp ctrally resolved diffusion coeffi
cients for monodisperse suspensions of cliff rent size parti 1 s. Results of 
these experiments show good agreem nt with theoretical exp ctation. We 
also probed a bidi perse (binary) colloidal u pension ucces fully and ob
tained the diffu. ion coefficients of two specie simultaneously. The colloidal 
model system developed in this work will allow th study of colloidal phas 
behaviour in binary mixtures for different number and size ratios. 
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Chapter 1 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Colloid 

In 1861, Thomas Graham classified matter into two types known as crystal
loids and colloids. The name colloid was derived from Greek (Kolla = glue) 
[1]. Diffusibility was the basis of this classification. Crystalloids (example: 
salt) wer those substances that would diffuse through a membrane sepa
rating water from an aqueous solut ion and colloids (example: gelatin) were 
those that would not [2]. Colloids were later considered as a state of matter. 

Colloidal suspensions are dispersion of particles (fluid or solid) in a fluid 
medium. Fog (liquid particle, ga eous medium), milk (liquid particle, liquid 
medium) and ink (solid particle, liquid medium) arc all examples of colloids. 
Sizes and shapes of the colloidal particles are very important to determine the 
system properties. Sizes of colloids vary from 1 nm to 10 tnn [3]. While there 
are many examples of colloidal particle that ar elliptical, rodlike, disclik or 
random coils, t he simplest colloids to study are spherical. 

1.2 Interactions of Colloids 

Different physical effects give rise to colloidal interaction at different length 
scales [4] . The interaction between colloidal particles includes long-range 
electrostatic interactions, short-ranged van der Waals interaction as well as 
hydrodynamic interactions. The simplest interaction is the excluded volume 
(hard-sphere) interaction. The excluded volume inter a tion is entropic in 
origin: the presence of one sphere at position (x, y, .z) and at timet, affects 
the possible configurations at t hat time for all other spheres. 
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Figure 1.1: A shell of thickness Rc around the colloids is excluded to the 
centre of mass of a polymer chain. The excluded volumes add up when 
the colloids ru·e far apart. But for shorter distances there are overlapping 
of excluded volume and hence th total volume available to the polymers 
increases [3]. 

1.2.1 Excluded Volume Interactions and the Depletion 
Attraction 

A collection of colloidal spheres with sizes peaked sharply at one diameter 
is termed a monodisperse colloidal suspension. A monodisperse suspension 
of colloidal hard spheres interacts via the 'excluded volume interaction'- the 
volume of each sphere is excluded to every other sphere. The excluded vol
ume interaction in monodisperse hard spheres leads to entropically driv n 
colloidal phase transitions from fluid to solid phases (discussed in greater 
detail in Chapter 2). 

A collection of large and small spheres is a bidisperse ('binary') colloidal ~us
pen ·ion. ow if the inter-sphere distance of large spheres is less than t he 
diameter of the small pheres they can not penetrate in thi region. There 
is a region of volume around each large sphere (drawn a a circle around the 
large spheres in Figure 1.1 and Figure 1.2) that is excluded to th center of 
the small spheres. If these excluded-volume regions overlap one another , the 
volume accessible to small spheres increases, resulting in an entropic effective 
attractive interaction between large spheres. This is known as the depletion 
attraction. In a suspen. ion of large spheres, inclusion of small spheres (such 
that the ratio of the radius (size ratio) of large and small spheres > 6. 7) can 
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Figure 1.2: Each large sphere has a :r.on of excluded velum ' around it that 
represents the clos st approach of the center of a small sphere. Overlapping of 
the excluded volume of large spheres (dotted contours) increa e the volume 
accessible t the mall spheres. 

cause an attra tive interaction between th large pheres [5]. Thi. wa fir t 
modeled by on id ring the presence of polym r chain in colloidal uspen
sion. 

According to A akura and Oosawa [6] in the mixture of colloi l and poly
mer, polymer act like a hard sphere of radiu Rc (where Rc is th radius of 
gyration of the polymer chain). It simply means that wh n the separation 
of colloid and polymer is less than Rc, ther is an overlap betw n them. 
But as shown in Figure 1.1, if the polym r-colloid are far apart th poly
mer can have les conformations than when the colloidal particl s are close 
together. Her two colloid of radius R ar at a distance whi h i more than 
2(R + Rc). So colloid excluded a volnm ~1r(R + Rc)3 to the centre of 
mass of the polymer chains. The depletion region of thi lm ss Rc, wh re 
there is no olloid and a lower than av rage concentration of polymer, cre
ates an osmotic pr ssure (pressure caus d by the different cone ntration of 
solute usually in a system containing a mi-permeable membran ) clue to 
the cone ntration gradient of polymer chains in ide and out id of th sphere. 

Figure 1.2 shows a binary mixture where the volume aroun l th spheres 
that is the exclud d volume for the mall pheres overlaps, thu reducing the 
total excluded volume, and introducing an ffective (depletion) attraction. 
Increasing mall phere concentration increase the strength of attraction. It 
also depends on the radius of the small spher s. This interaction is strong 
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Figure 1.3: Schematic diagram of ions and counterions from spherical patti
des. Small filled circles indicate the atoms of the colloids. 

enough for entropy lriven phase transitions. 

1.2 .2 Electrostatic Interactions 

According to Coulomb's law, in vacuum, the electrostatic interaction energy 
between two charged particles (or ions) at center to center distance 7· 

(1.1) 

where Eo = 8.85 x 10- 12 N m2 
/ C2

. 

The interaction energy is long-ranged because it is proportional to t he inverse 
of the distance T. 

But instead of a vacuum, if the charged particles (or ions) are interacting 
in a dielectric medium then Equation 1.1 can be written as 

U(T) = qlq2 
41l"ET 

(1.2) 

where E = ETEo and ET is known a.s the dielectric constant of the medium. 
In the case of water at 20°C, ET ~ 80. The effect of the dielectric medium 
reduces the interaction energy. This is known as dielectric screening of the 
charge. In the presence of free ions, the interaction reduces further. 

The electrostatic interaction between a. charged surface and free charges in 
solution plays an important role in colloidal systems. Because of the ions 
on the surface , a cluster of opposite charged ions in solution (called 'coun
terions') gather around it and form a diffuse layer as shown in Figure 1.3 
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[7] . The surface ions and t he cloud of counterion, form the electrical double 
layer. The thickness of the double layer i 11:-

1
, known as th Debye-Hi.ickel 

screening length. Charged colloidal spheres interact with the counterions of 
the solvent by a screened Coulomb interaction that has the form [ ] 

( 1.3) 

The potential d creases exponentially with distance around a. spherical par
ticle. The Debye-Hi.ickel screening length can be controlled experimentally 
by controlling solvent parameters: 

1 1 Ef\aT 
r;, e 2cNa 

(1.4) 

where e is the electronic charge, c is the molar concentration of salt, Na 
is the Avogadro's number, T is the temperature and KB is the Boltzmann 
constant. The De bye-H i.ickel screening length, r;.-

1
, is a. key parameter that 

measures the contribution of valency, concentration and dielectric constant 
to the screening of interactions between charge in ol ut i on . 

Now if two charged colloid of radius a approach to each other, there is are
pulsive force that push them apart . In this case the effect of the diffuse layer 
plays a dominant rol . According to Derjaguin-Landau-Verwey-Overbeek, 
the repulsive interaction potential (known as DLVO potential) in SI units is 
[9]: 

(1.5) 

where 'l/;0 = !!._, the particle surface potential and O" is the surface charge per 
f. A: 

unit area. From Equation 1.5, for r > 2a, when the Debye screening length 
r;,- 1 is short , i. e when r;,(r- 2a) is large, the repulsive potential goes to zero. 

1.2 .3 Van der Waals Interaction 

In molecules and atoms, electrons move around the nucleus and create an in
stantaneous dipole. The rapidly changing dipole produces an induced dipole 
moment to neighbouring atoms. In the vacuum, the induced dipole of the 
neighbouring atom moves in phase with the original dipole and hence there 
exists an attractive atomic interaction [10]. The interaction of two atoms -i 
and j separated by a distance Tij is [7] 

(1.6) 
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Figure 1.4: Different distance regimes for th van der Waals int raction be
tween two spheres of radius a and b (a) a, b »rand (b) a, b « T . 

Here Cij is the London's constant and its value depends on the atomic num
bers of two interacting atoms. U ( 1·) is known as the London clisp rsion 
interaction. 

The London dispersion interaction can be extended to the interaction be
tween two colloidal spheres. For this calculation all the pairwise interactions 
between the atoms (Figure 1.3) of each colloidal particle have to be added up. 

For a, b » r (shown in Figure 1.4(a)), the van der Waals interaction can be 
written as [11] 

U(1·) =-A(~) 
6r a+ b 

and when a, b « r, (shown in Figure 1.4(b)) 

(1. 7) 

U(7·) = -16A (3b3) (1.8) 
9 1'6 

So the van dcr Waals interaction between two colloidal particles of th sam 
material immersed in a fluid is always attractive. Equation 1. 7 and Equa
t ion 1. suggest that the potential becomes infinitely negative on contact so 
that particles once in contact could never be reclispersed. But practically re
dispersion is often possible clue to other forces at very small s paration. Here 
A is known as the Hamaker constant and it depends on material properties 
(see Table 1.1). So it changes with the combination of material . 

In the case of two polystyrene particles separated by one-tenth of particle 
diameter (0.99 {tm) in water, the attractive potential is ~ -10- 17 J. But 
when the particles are two particle diameters apart , the potential becomes 
~ -10- 23 J. So, when particles arc approximately more than on particle 
diameter apart the van der Waal attraction is less than J( 8 T ( 4 x 10- 21 

J) , J(8 is Boltzmann's constant and T absolute temperature. In actual fact , 
the polystyrene spheres used in this study are surrounded by a surfa tant 
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Table 1.1: Hamaker Constants ( x 1021 ) j J for two combinations of mat rials 
M [8]. 

I Material I rvi-~ir-M I rvi-IA!ater-M I 
IA!ater 3.7 0 
~lkanes 

n=5 3.8 0.3 
n= 6 4.1 0.4 
n=10 4. 0.5 
11= 14 5.1 0.5 
11= 16 5.2 0.5 
F\1scd quartz 6.5 0.8 
fused Silica 6.6 0.8 
Sapphire 16 5 
Polymethyl methacrylate 7.1 1.1 
Polystyrene 6.6 1.0 
Polyisoprene 0.6 0.7 
Mica (green) 10 2. 1 
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stabilizer which both reduces t he effective Hamaker constant, and increases 
t he distance of closest approach between two spheres. 

1.2 .4 Hydrodynamic Interaction 

In a colloidal suspension, the movement of particles cause dynamical effects. 
When a colloidal particle of radius a moves, it creates a. flow in the incom
pressible liquid . Other par ticles in the suspension are influenced by the flow 
[12]. As a.n effect of flowing intervening liquid, a.ll t he particles in the suspen
sion see each other. This effect is known as the hydrodynamic interaction. 
There is no analogy of hydrodynamic interaction in atomic a.nd molecular 
systems. The velocity of the flowing liquid obeys the 1 avier-Stokes equation 
for an incompressible fluid [3] which is 

where f7( T, t) is the flow velocity at point 7' and time t, p is the d nsity of the 
solvent and p(T, t) is the hydrostatic pressure. In dimensionless notation the 
Navier-Stokes quation has the form [13] 

av
1

(1·,t) - ~ ( ) ~-~( ) ( 1 )(11u) I I( ) ·17 12-1( ) at1 + v T, t · \l v 1', t = - pU2 L \l p r. t + U Lp \l v ·r, t 

(1.10) 

Here v1 = v , t 1 = tU, p 1 = pL where L, U are typical length scales an 1 
U L rJU 

velocity scales and t is therefore a typical timescale in the system. 

I d a La 
Also \l = L\l an at1 = U at 

From L, U and the density p, one can construct a dimen ionlc number 
ULp 

Re = -- , known as the Reynolds number. 
'f/ 

Now from the Equation 1.10 [2] 

Re [ av~~;,t) +v1(T,t) . \l1v 1(T, t)] = - \l1p 1(T,t) + \l12v 1(T,t) (1.11) 

Reynolds number i the ratio of inertial force to viscous force. When Re < < 
1, the viscous force dominates over inertial force. But for Re > > 1, inertial 
force dominates. For example, for a poly tyrene sphere (radius a = 0.5~tm) 
moving at 1 ~nn/s in water (viscosity, rJ = .90 x 10- 4 Pa.s) has the Reynolds 
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number ;::::; 10- 6 . Thus in the case of colloidal particles moving in liquid, the 
inertia is very small. So the inertia term, 17( 1·, t) · \177( T, t), can be neglected 
and Equation 1.10 becomes 

(1.12) 

This is the Stokes equation for a viscou. fluid. In the case where the flow is 
&v(T t) 

steady ( at' ) = 0 

(1.13) 

This is known as the creeping-flow equation [14]. Flow around colloidal parti
cles can be described by using this equation. Thus, in a quiescent suspension, 
when a sphere moves under the influence of gravity, the hydrodynamic force 
acting on it can be expressed as [14]: 

(1.14) 

Hence p. = 61r7Ja is known as friction coefficient. The Stokes-Einstein relation 
relates the particle diffusion coefficient to the friction coefficient [8]: 

D =!<.."aT 
!l 

(1.15) 

where K 8 is Boltzmann's constant and T absolute temperature. The friction 
coefficient increases with the increasing number of particles and as a result 
the diffusion gets slower. The diffusion coefficient measured in a colloidal 
suspension is thus dependent on the particle density. One characteristic 
of colloidal systems approaching glass transition is the breakdown of the 
Stokes-Einstein relation. In our studies the Stokes-Einstein relation in dilute 
suspen ions will be an important test of the validity of our experimental 
methods. 

1.3 Sedimentation 

Sedimentation is the settling of colloidal particles under the influence of grav
ity. The settling velocity of a polystyrene sphere of radius a is [7] 

u _ 2a26.pg 
VQ-

977 
(1.16) 

l::!..p is the density difference between the sphere and surrounding liquid. This 
equation is valid only for a highly dilute system. In the case of a two particle 
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system having a difference in settling velocity equal to 6. V0 , t he flow velocity 
of each particle affects the other one. This perturbation is described by the 
Peclet number for sedimentation [2], which is given by: 

P e = 2a6.V0 

Do 
(1. 17) 

D0 is the diffusion coefficient at infinite dilution. For a polystyrene sphere of 
1 f.Lm diameter in water, P e = 0.05. For Pe « 1, the particles are exhibiting 
Brownian motion while for P e » 1, hydro lynamic interaction is dominant 
over Brownian mot ion. But in the regime of concentrated suspension, the 
settling velocity of each particle is affected by the others in a complicated 
way. The concentration dependence of the sedimentation velocity i [15] 

V(¢) = VQ(1 +A¢) (1. 18) 

In the presence of hydrodynamic interaction, for the zeroth order correc
tion, A = -6.55 [16] . The magnitude and sign of A arc due to the large 
contribution from backfiow. 

1.4 Model Hard-Sphere Colloids 

Colloids have b en used as a mod -l for atomic and molecular systems as 
they demonstrate many of the phases observed in such systems. The sim
plest model is the hard sphere system in which the colloids are non interacting 
at all separations beyond their radius and infinitely repulsive on contact [17]. 
In this case, the long-range electrostatic intemction effect becomes negligible. 
Experimentally this is done by decreasing the Debye-Hi.ickel screening length 
of Equation 1.4. As was discussed in this chapter, van der Waals interaction 
are not weak for polystyrene spheres when interparticle separation is less 
than one-tenth of part icle diameter in an aqueous suspension. 

We mentioned that in a true model hard-sphere system there is only cxclud d 
volume interaction. Our system is not an 'id al' hard sph r ystem. It is 
'hard-sphere-like' because the dominant electrostatic repulsive int ractions 
are screened sufficiently. Van der Waals attractions are probably present , 
but are reduced by the presence of surfacta.nt stabilizer. Finally, except in 
the dilute limit hydrodynamic interactions are always important in colloidal 
dynamics. 
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Chapter 2 

COLLOIDAL DISPERSIONS 

The word 'colloidal dispersion' refers to colloids of different sizes and state 
( eg. solid, liquid or ga ) dispersed in a continuous phase of a differ nt state 
[18] . Depending on the size distribution of particles, the dispersion will be 
either monodisperse (a size distribution that has a single narrow peak) or 
polydisperse (multiple peaks in the size distribution). 

2.1 Monodisperse Hard Spheres: Phase Be
havior & Dynamics 

2.1.1 Phase Transition of Monodisp erse Hard Spheres 

From a thermodynamic point of view, for microscopic systems one can write 
a free energy (F) in terms of an internal energy ( U) and an entropy ( S) 

F= U -TS (2.1) 

Thus increasing temperature increases the stability of phases that are more 
disordered (have higher entropy). For a hard sphere system, the analogue 
of internal energy is the interaction between spheres (which i zero, with 
the constraint that spheres do not overlap). In atomic systems, the inter
nal energy is temperature-dependent and is lower for more ordered phases, 
while the entropic term (-T S) is lower at high temperatures. Thus there 
is a temperature-driven competition between order and disorder. In hard
sphere colloids, the internal energy contribution is temperature independent 
so phase changes are driven by change in entropic term with increasing vol
ume fraction , ¢. So here, instead of temperature, the relevant thennody
namic variable is the particle volume fraction ( ¢) that determines the phase 
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Fluid-solid FCC HCP 
Fluid coexistence crystal Glass Crystal 

.............. -~... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 

0.494 0.545 0.58 0.63 0.74 

Figure 2.1: Phase diagram as a function of volume fraction (¢) of a model 
hard sphere system [19]. Here FCC and HCP refers to 'face centered cubic' 
and 'hexagonal closed packed' respectively. 

behaviour of hard-sphere colloids. The volume fraction ¢ is related to number 
density n by: 

¢ = ( 4n / 3)a3n , a is the particle radius. 

In a dilute system ( ¢ --+ 0) the mean sphere separation is large. As the vol
ume fraction increases, there a.re spatial correlations between the positions 
of the spheres. 

Colloidal systems show a rich phase diagram from fluid to crystal including 
a glass phase (Figure 2.1) . At low packing fraction, the fluid phase is stable 
because it has higher entropy. But above(¢= 0.545), the ordered solid phase 
is actually entropically favored. This is because disorder would confine sev
eral particles in volumes significantly smaller than the crystal cage volume. 
So the crystal phase is stable [20]. This phase persists from (¢ = 0. 545) to 
0.740, the maximal packing of monodisperse pheres. But at ¢ = 0.58, the 
crystallization of the colloids can be (under some circumstances e.g particle 
polydispersity) arrested [21] by the appearance of a metastable state known 
as a glass which is characterized by a. large increase in the viscosity of the 
system [22] . The hard-sphere phase diagram is purely entropic in nature. 

2. 1.2 Dynamics of Monodisperse Hard Spheres 

Colloidal particles are in constant motion due to Brownian motion, caused 
by the molecular nature of the surrounding fluid medium. According to 
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the Stokes-Einstein relat ion, the diffusion coefficient of spherical particles of 
hydrodynamic radius a suspended in a solvent of vi co ity rJ is described by: 

(2.2) 

where E 8 is Boltzmann's constant and T absolute temperature. This relation 
is only valid for dilute dispersions, where the interaction between Brownian 
particles can be n glectecl. According to this relation at room temperature, 
the diffusion coefficient of a 1 {tm particle suspended in water is ~ 5 x 10-13 

m2/s. 

For interacting particles things are more complicated. In that case th trans
lat ional self-diffusion of a labeled colloidal particle in an envir nmcnt of other 
colloidal particles can be divided into three different regimes clep ncling on 
the timescale [14]. For t < TB particles' motion is ballistic (not random). 
The Brownian time, TB, equals to ·mj6m7a. Another characteristic tim T 1 

is e I Do, ~ is the interparticle interaction distance. The second regime de
scribes the motion of the colloidal particles over distances much shorter than 
the interparticle eli tance. So, in the t ime scale TB < < t < < T1, the mean
square displacement (lr(t)- r(O) I2 ) is only influenced by the hydrodynamic 
interaction, where r(t) denotes the instantaneous displacement at t ime t. 
Hence t he diffusion of individual particles can be defined by a hort time 
self-diffusion coefficient D~ 

(lr(t)- r(O) I2 ) = 6D!jt, when TB << t << T1 

For a particle of diameter equals to 1 pm in water, T3 = 6.5 x 10- .'5 ms and 
T 1 ~ 500 ms. 

The third regime describes the elf diffusion at t imes larger than T1 where 
direct intera tion between particles play an important role and hence the 
mean squar displacement can be defined by a long time self-diffusion coef
ficient D~ 

Due to self-diffusion, a local fluctuation in concentration can occur in the 
dispersion when particles at higher concentration diffuse towards the lower 
concent ration region. This diffusion process is known as mutual diffusion. 

The clependen e of self-diffusion coefficients on the particle volume fraction 
¢ for hard spheres in an equilibrium configuration of other particles can be 
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Table 2.1: Values of hydrodynamic coefficients for the volume fraction de
pend nee of the short-time and long-time diffusion coefficients obtained by 
differ nt studies [14] . 

I Reference 

-1.83 -2.68 Batchelor [23] (theory) 
-1.73 - Felderhof [24], Muthukumar and Freed [25] (theory) 
- -1.89 Felderhof [26] (theory) 
-2 - Yoshida [27] (theory) 
- -2.1 Cichocki and Felderhof [28] (theory) 
- -2.91 ± 0.03 & -2.83 ± 0.07 Blces, Geurts, Leyte [29] (experiment) 
-1.6 - Vvassenius, Nyden, Vincent [30] (experiment) 

described by 
(2.3) 

and 
(2.4) 

which is first order in ¢ and is valid for dilute suspensions. Different authors 
reported different values of t he coefficients J( f and I(_f (see Table 2.1). 

But according to a mean-field approximation of Mazur and Geigenmi.iller [31] 

1-¢ 
D; = Do 1 + (3/2)¢ (2.5) 

Also a theoretical work of Medina-Noyola [32] and the calculation of van 
Blaaderen [33] that uses Equation 2.5 gives 

L (1 - ¢)3 
Ds = Do [1 + (3/2)¢ + 2¢2 + 3¢3] 

(2.6) 

Note that even in the short time limit, the short-time diffusion coefficient is 
not identical to D0 because of hydrodynamic interactions. At long times the 
diffusion of particles is affected by the proximity of a cage of surrounding 
particles a.s well as hydrodynamic interactions. 
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2.2 Polydisperse Hard Spheres: Phase Be
havior & Dynamics 

2.2.1 Phase Transition of Polydisperse Hard Spheres 

The ent ropic contribution to t he colloid free energy can be controlled by 
int roducing polydispersity. It is found that inclusion of small spheres can 
increase t he entropy of t he system of ordered large spheres [6] . Also it can 
result in an attractive depletion force between larg spheres for the size ratio 
greater than 6. 7 [5]. Polydispersity has a significant influence on crystalliza
t ion [34]. 

The simplest form of polydispersity is bidispersity. A mixture of large and 
small particles (labeled as i and j in what follows) is commonly referred to 
as a binary mixture. Where volume fraction 4> is the only parameter in
volved with single particle dynamics, a binary mixture requires , in addit ion, 
t he ratio of t he radius a.d ai and t he relative volume fraction 4>.d 4> of the 
smaller particles. One can also alter t he phase diagram by varying the part i
cle shape (non-spherical objects pack differently from spherical objects) or by 
introducing polydispersity in particle size. In general, polydispersity inhibits 
crystallization. T herefore a control of polydispersity allows researchers to 
study the colloidal glass transit ion. Experimentally it was found that part i
cles wit h a size distribution skewed to smaller sizes crystallized an order of 
magnitude more slowly than particles with a more symmetrical distribution 
[35, 36] . So polydispersity int roduces new control parameters, particle size 
ratios and part icle number ratios, to make quantitative tests to compare with 
t heory and simulation. 

2.2.2 Dynamics of Polydisperse Hard Spheres 

The short time self diffusion coefficient of a tracer particle k which is at 
vanishingly low volume fraction of a general binary mixture of i and j can 
be written as [15]. 

(2.7) 

Results for t he diffusion coefficients of i and j can be extract ed from the 
above equation by considering t he tracer particle k that is identical to eit her 
species i or j . If k is identical with i , then 
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Table 2.2: K i.i as a function of size ratio 

0 -2.50 
0.125 -2.31 
0.25 -2.17 
0.5 -1 .94 
1 -1.56 
2 -1. 10 
4 -0.63 
8 -0.24 

D;(i) 
Do(i) = 1 + K ii¢i + J(i.i¢.i (2.8) 

And for k identical with j 

(2.9) 

This is valid for dilute suspensions. Explicit results for K i.i as a function of 
size ratio were calculated by Batchelor (Table 2.2) [37]. 

The coefficients K i.i depend solely on size ratio, a.i / ai, and are always neg
ative. It describes the slowness in diffusion for the interaction of i particles 
with j type particles. It was found that the calculated values of K i.i m 
Table 2.2 are fitted well by the simple empirical relation [38] 

2.5 
(2.10) 

Following Equation 2.10, for the binary mixture of 0.99 pm and 0.79 J..tm 
particles, K.i.i= -1.43 and K.i'i= -1.69, whereas J(ii = K .i.i = -1.56. 

2.2.3 The Glass Transition and Binary Colloidal Mix
tures 

The entropic effect of a two-component system consisting of small and large 
spheres can be interpreted as the small spheres modifying the effective inter
action of t he large spheres. The fluid-glass transition of soft spheres has been 
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investigated by extensive molecular dynamics simulation for the size ratio of 
1.2 [39] . Other molecular dynamic simulations of the size ratios of 0.60 and 
0.83 were done to study the binary hard sphere liquids [40]. Mode-coupling 
theory is also used extensively to study the glass transition [41]. 

Experimental study of the glass transition includes dynamic light scattering 
(DLS), fluorescence recovery after photobleaching (FRAP) and confocal mi
croscopy. Investigation of DLS suggests that the metastable fluid or glass 
states in binary mixtures persist long enough (because of exceedingly slow 
crystallization compared to mono disperse suspensions) to study their dynam
ical properties [42]. A FRAP study found two different glassy states at high 
volume fractions [43] . Confocal microscopy confirms the increase in cluster 
size near the glass t ransition [44]. A study of a binary system was performed 
using FRAP with the ratio of radius 1:9.3 [45]. Another study of a binary 
colloidal suspension of PMMA spheres (size ratio 0.61 and number ratio 2: 
0.66 of large spheres) was clone via light scattering [46] and found coexistence 
of crystalline and fluid phase. 

Experimental studies of phase behavior and dynamics as a function of particle 
size ratios and number ratios would allow detailed comparisons with theory. 

2.3 Previous Experimental Studies of Colloidal 
Dynamics 

Among the techniques used to study colloidal systems, the scattering of ra
diation has proved to be one of the most useful since it allows measurements 
to be made of both the spatial and the temporal correlation between the 
part icles [47, 48] . Light and neutron beams appear to have been the form of 
radiation most widely used for these studies [49]. Dynamic light scattering 
(DLS) experiments is a powerful tool to study the static and dynamical prop
erties of colloidal suspensions. The following description of DLS technique 
follows the discussion in Wagner, Hartl and Walderhaug [50] closely. DLS 
experiments on monoclisperse and optically isotropic particles determine the 
intermediate scattering function S ( Q, t). 

1 
N N 

S(Q, t) = N (2:: 2:: exp(iQ(~(O) - Rj (t))) ) 
. j 

(2.11) 

which is the spatial Fourier-transform of the pair-correlation function. (The 
pair-correlation function is related to the probability of finding the center of 
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a particle a given distance from the center of another part icle [51] and is a 
quantity calculable directly via computer simulations). Here, Q denotes the 
scattering wave vector and Ri the center of mass vector of the ith par ticle. 
The double sum can be divided into two parts 

l N N 

S(Q, t) = N[(L exp(iQ(~(t)-~(O))))+(L L exp(iQ (~(t)- Rj (O) )))] 
i i i'f·i 

And hence 

S(Q, t) = Ss(Q, t) + Sd(Q, t) (2.12) 

where Ss( Q, t) is the self part and Sd( Q, t) is the distinct part of the interme
diate scattering function. Here self part describes the intensity correlation 
of same particle at two different t imes (t = 0 to t) . On the other hand, the 
distinct part originates from the correlation of a particle i at a time t = 0 
with a different particle j at a time t. In a system of N-particles, t here are 
N contributions from the self part but N(N- 1) contributions to the dis
tinct part of th intermediate scattering function. Therefore, light scattering 
experiments performed using suspensions consisting of identical particles are 
dominated by collective phenomena. Nevertheless, self parts are accessible 
by tracer experiments by means of light scattering [52]. To avoid the un
wanted scattering of light particles must be matched in refractive index with 
the solvent. 

Laser scanned confocal microscopy is also a powerful t echnique to study the 
dynamics of colloidal suspensions [53] . The fundamental requirement is that 
the index of refraction of the fluorescent labeled colloidal spheres must be 
closely matched with that of the olvent. Otherwise heavy scatt ring of light 
places restrictions on our ability to look deep inside the sample. In confocal 
microscopy, laser light excites fluorescence in the fluorescent-dyed particles 
(without the fluorescent dye excitation, the particle in a refractive-index 
matched solvent would be invisible) . The laser scans the sample along the 
plane and from the emitted light a two-dimensional image can be obtained. 
The information about t hird dimension is achieved simply by looking at dif
ferent depths of the sample. Development of image processing techniques 
allows one to track the motion of individual colloidal particles which in turn 
provides information about the dynamics of the system [54] . 

Flnorescence Recovery After Photobleaching (FRAP) is another technique 
which measures self-diffusion of fluorescent-labeled colloidal particles [55]. 
In the first step of FRAP, a well-defined part of the sample is illuminated 
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by an intense light pulse. This irreversibly photobleaches the fluorophores in 
the region illuminated within t he sample. After the short pulse the intensity 
of the incident radiation is greatly reduced. The fluorescent intensity is then 
monitored as a function of t ime. The bleach pattern gradually fades away 
as a result of the Brownian motion of the labeled species. The exchange of 
bleached and unbleached particles give rise to a change in measured fluo
rescent intensity. The rate at which this process takes place is related to 
species' diffusion coefficient . 

Pulsed-Field Gradient (PFG) NMR is a prominent tool to measure self
diffusion in complex fluids [56]. It is now a common method for the tudy of 
diffusion in liquid surfactant and polymer systems [57] . For heterogeneou 
systems such as macroscopic emul ion , the droplet size distribution can be 
investigated by the PFG- MR technique [11]. Due to the very rapid relau'<
ation of solid materials, colloidal systems where the dispersed phase is in a 
solid state are difficult to study with the PFG-NMR technique. Because of 
high gyromagnetic ratio, t he nucleus which is most suitable for PFG-NMR 
measurements is 1 H. The polymer chains of latex colloidal particles have a 
high couteut of 1 H ideally suited for PFG- IMR experiments. However, it 
t urns out that in most wi lely used latex spheres systems, such as polystyrene 
and polymethylmethacrylate, the local reorientational mobility of polymer 
egments i v ry low. This low mobility cau e a very fast decay of the NMR 
ignal clue to relaxation, which makes 1 H PFG- MR measurements on these 

systems difficult. There are two reports of NMR studies of colloid diffusion 
where polybutacliene or polybutylacrylate spheres with high molecular re
orientational mobility (as compared with other polymers) have been used 
for diffusion measurements [50, 29]. But the problem with the use of even 
such polymer spheres is that only a small fraction of the polymer chain 
have enough mobility to give rise to an MR signal. So if a larger part of 
the particle volume contributed to the MR signal, the PFG mea urements 
of colloidal diffusion could be significantly improved. For this purpose, la
tex particles (polystyrene) with a liquid core were studied for measuring the 
translational particle dynamics [30]. PFG MR results in susp nsions of 
these core-shell spheres were analyz d by taking into account diffu ion of the 
oil inside the spheres as well as the ov rall diffusion of the sphere itself. A 
primary short-coming of this system, however, was the large and uncontrolled 
polydispersity in size, which prevented the study of colloidal phase behavior. 
Moreover no study has been done so far on binary colloidal suspensions using 

I MR. 
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2.4 A Model System for NMR Studies of Bi
nary Colloids 

The primary advantage of using NMR are t hat it can be used on transparent 
or opaque suspensions, and even in highly concent rated suspensions. Re
ported in this thesis is a proof of principle for studying bidisperse colloids 
in a model-independent way, something that is exceedingly challenging via 
scattering techniques. While bidisperse colloids in transparent suspensions 
can indeed be studied by confocal microscopy, this one is limited by practical 
consideration to size ratios of ;:::;;! 3:1 or less. The FRAP technique can also 
be used to study bidisperse colloids, but reports only on the long-time self 
diffusion coefficient . The NMR technique reported can provide information 
on short- and long-time self diffusion coefficients in opaque, concentrated col
loidal suspensions. 

In a study of binary colloids using DLS, the scattered light intensity has 
informat ion from both the particle species simultaneously. Also both the 
particles and solvent have to be refractive index matched. Using the confocal 
microscope, study of the small particles (diameter < 0.5 J.Lm) is not possible 
because of its limitation in spatial resolution. In this t hesis we present PFG
N fR measurements on polystyrene particles in water. The study includes 
t he dynamics of mono-disperse colloidal suspensions as well as that of binary 
(bi-disperse) suspensions where two particle species have different size. The 
goal is to study both species simultaneously. This requires two species to 
have eli tinct NMR signals. We have devised a new model system where 
one can measure t he diffusion coefficients of all components of an opaque, 
mult i-component colloidal suspension for any size ratios. 
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Chapter 3 

PULSED FIELD GRADIENT 
NMR SPECTROSCOPY 

Pulsed-field gradient NMR spectroscopy is an important tool for measure
ment of molecular translational motion. In the presence of a field gradient, 
the translational diffusion of molecules reduces the intensity of the NMR spin 
echo signal. Careful measurement of this signal attenuation provides useful 
information about the diffusion process. Pulsed-field gradient (PFG) NMR is 
a powerful measurement technique that can provide a quantitative measure 
of molecular motion over the millisecond to second time scale [58]. 

3.1 Introduction to Nuclear Magnetic Reso
nance 

uclear Magnetic Resonance is a quantum mechanical phenomenon which is 
based on the magnetic properties of the nucleus. It occurs when the nuclei of 
certain atoms are immersed in a. static magnetic field and exposed to a. sec
ond oscillating magnetic field. In a nucleus, the proton possesses a property 
called spin which can be thought of as a small magnetic field and will cause 
the nucleus to produce an MR signal. 

The NMR spectrometer is basically an instrument capable of generating a 
nuclear magnetization with a large applied magnetic field, rotating the spin 
polarization via ra.diofrequency pulses to produce a transverse magnetiza
tion, and detecting tiny electric currents induced by the precession of this 
transverse magnetization [59]. 

In a. system of randomly oriented nuclear spins, the effect of a.n external 
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0,1 ... (1) 

Figure 3.1: Free induction decay for a one dimensional single pulse experi
ment . 

magnetic field B0 (along Z direction) gives rise to precession along the direc
t ion of t he field. The precession frequency w0 , known as Larmor frequency, 
can be expressed as 

wo = "'iB o (3. 1) 

where 1 is the gyromagnetic ratio which is an intrinsic property of any nu
cleus ( 'Y1u = 26.752 x 107 s- 1 T- 1 and / 2u = 4.107 x 107 s- 1 T - 1

) . 

The simplest possible I MR experiment is referred to here as a one-dimensional 
single pulse exp riment or go0 - FID ' experiment, where the magnitude of 
the radiofrequen y (rf) pulse is chosen carefully such that the resultant mag
netizat ion is exactly along t he Y -axi (this is called a goo pulse). U ually 
(in high-resolut ion NMR experiments) this is clone by keeping the rf pulse 
amplitude fixed but varying t he pulse duration. There is a mathematical 
trick to deal with spin dynamics in the presence of an rf field. Viewing the 
spins from a reference frame rotating (about the Z axis) with the resonant 
part of the rf field, it is possible to make the rf field look static [59]. In the 
rotating frame, one may t hink of an goo rf pulse along t h X axis. The net 
magnetization vector is then rotated down into the XY plane and begins to 
precess about the Z axis. The small oscillatory electric currents induced by 
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the precession of transverse magnetization is observed as the free-induction 
decay (FID)(Figure 3.1). 

3.2 Relaxation in NMR 

Generally the term 'relaxation' is used for t he re-establishment of thermal 
equilibrium of a p rturbed system (a system that obeys the Boltzmann dis
tribution function) . In the presence of a magnetic field, if a sample is undis
turbed for a long time, it reaches a state of thermal equilibrium. But a radio 
frequency pulse perturbs t he system to a non-equilibrium state. Relaxation 
is the process of regaining the equilibrium of a spin system t hrough interac
t ions with environment. Relaxation proces es in TMR are roughly divided 
into two types: spin-lattice relaxation and spin-spin interaction. 

3.2.1 Spin-lattice Relaxation 

As shown in Figure 3.2(a) , in the presence of a static magnetic field E0 , the 
net magnetization vector is parallel to the direction of E0 and lvfz = 1VJ0. This 
equilibrium system is perturbed by an oscillating radio-frequency magnetic 
field (E1) which is perpendicular to E0 . When a goo rf X-pulse is applied, the 
magnetization is flipped (in the rotating reference frame) from the Z-axis to 
theY axis (Figure 3.2(b)) and hence lvfz = 0 andlv!y = NJ0 . But switching 
the radio frequency pulse off causes the magnetization to relax back to its 
equilibrium value (Mz = A10 , !Vh, = 111x = 0). This relaxation is well known 
as spin-lattice relaxation or T1 relaxation. The relaxation time depends on 
factors such as the type of nucl us, sample, temperature and the viscosity. 
Experimentally T1 can be measured by a technique knqwn as inversion recov
ery (Figure 3.3). In t his sequence, a 180° pulse (a pul c of same amplitude 
as the 90° pulse, but twice as long) is first applied. This rotates the net 
magnetization clown to the - Z CL'Cis. The magnetization undergoes spin
lattice relaxation and returns toward its equilibrium position along the +Z 
axis. Before it reaches equilibrium, a goo pulse is applied which rotates the 
longitudinal magnetization into t he XY plane, and the FID i measured. 
This pulse sequence is repeated for several values of T and the signal can be 
wTitten as 

S ex: (1 - 2 exp( -T j TI)) (3.2) 

It should be noted at this t ime that the zero crossing of this function occurs 
for T = T1 ln 2. 
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Figure 3.2: (a) Magnetization vector pointing along the direction of applied 
gradient (b) An oscillatory pulse rotates the magnetization into ZY plane 
(c) In the rotating frame, local variation in Larmor frequency give rise to 
clephasing of magnetization (d) Magnetization approaches the equilibrium 
state. 
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time 

Figure 3.3: Inversion recovery pulse sequence. 

3.2.2 Spin-spin Interact ion 

The 'spin echo' (Figure 3.4) can be used to measure the time constant T2 for 
spin-spin relaxation. There are two mechanisms that give rise to broadening 
of 1R peaks: homogeneous and inhomogeneous broadening. Homogeneous 
broadening arises from the spin-. pin interaction (fluctuation of local magnetic 
fields). Inhomogeneous broadening arises from variation of macroscopic mag
netic fields due to sample imperfection or susceptibility inhomogeneities (or 
because of B0 field uniformity, in spite of shimming, is never perfect). 

Here a goo pulse is first applied to the spin system. The goo d gree pulse 
rotates the magnetization down into the XY plane. The transverse magne
tization begins to dephase. At some point in t ime after the 90° pulse, at 
t ime T /2 a. 180° pulse is applied. The 180° pulse in the spin echo inverts the 
inhomogeneous part of the signal decay. Thus in the absence of T2 relax
ation, there is at time T, an 'echo' of the FID. In the presence of spin-spin 
interaction, the echo is attenuated exponentially with a time constant T2. In 
this case a signal can be written as 

S ex: ( exp( - T /T2 )) (3 .3) 

which is an exponential decay. 
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Figure 3.4: Spin echo pulse sequence. 

3.3 NMR Interactions 

In general the nucleus interacts with its environment because it has electric 
charges (which interact with an electric fi ld) and it may have a magnetic 
moment (which interacts with a magnetic field). Some of the interactions 
are presented here. 

3.3.1 Chemical Shift 

There is a magnetic interaction between an external magnetic field and the 
nuclear spins. The external magnetic field causes an induced magn tic field 
in the electron cloud. So the nuclear spins feel a local magnetic field which 
is the combination of the external as well as the induced magnetic field. 
But the electrons have different chemical environments at different sites. So 
t here is a local variation of the magnetic field. In the case of a simple liquid 
like p-xylene (C6H4-(CH3)2), due to the difference in chemical environment, 
protons located in the -C6H4 groups e}.,_-periences sight ly different magnetic 
fields than the protons of -(CH3)2 groups. This is known as chemical shift . 
lD NMR Spectra of ethanol is shown in Figure 3.5. 

3.3.2 Quadrupole Coupling 

In the case of nuclear spin greater than 1/ 2 , the electric qua.clrupol moment 
of the nucleus interacts strongly with the electric field gradients generated by 
the surrounding electron clouds. The quadrupolar coupling is a predominant 
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Figure 3.5: 1D NMR Spect ra of p-xylene. Here A and B are the phenyl 
(C5H4 ) and methyl (CH3) peaks respectively. 

intermolecular interaction. For isotopic liquid quadrupole coupling averages 
to zero while it has a finite contribution in the case of liquid cryst al [59] . 
In this thesis, the NMR-active nucleus is the proton (1 H, spin ~) t herefore 
quaclrupolar coupling is not relevant. 

3.3.3 Direct Dipole-Dipole Coupling 

Dipole-dipole coupling is the direct magnetic interaction of nuclear spins with 
each ot her. Since each nuclear spin is magnetic, it generates a magnetic field 
which interacts wit h that of other nuclear spins. The interaction is known 
as direct dipole-dipole coupling because the fields between t he nuclear spins 
propagate without involving the electron clouds. Figure 3.6 shows the dipole
dipole interaction between two nuclear spins i and j in the presence of the 
static magnetic field B0 . The interaction pot ent ial is 

1 2 vdd(e) ex: 3 (3 cos e- 1) 
r 

(3.4) 

Here e i t he angle between internuclear vector and the static field. r is t he 
distance between the nuclear spins i and j . In the case of liquids, clue to rapid 
motion of molecules ( 3 cos2 e - 1) = 0. But for solid and anisotropic liquid , 
dipole-dipole coupling causes pulse broadening. The dipole-dipole coupling 
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Figure 3.6: Dipole-dipole interaction. 

may be either intramolecular or intermolecular. It is an interaction through 
space. 

3.3.4 J-coupling 

J-coupling is an indirect magnetic interaction of nuclear spins with each 
other , t hrough the involvement of the electrons. The chemical shift indicates 
the local electronic environment while J-coupling provides the information 
about the chemical bond. The J-coupling is exclusively intramol cular . 

3.4 NMR and Translational Motion 

In the description of a one-dimensional single-pulse experiment , both B0 and 
w0 are homogeneous throughout the system. If in addit ion to B0 there is a 
spatially dependent magnetic field gradient g, the Larmor frequency becomes 
spatially dependent and 

w = 1Bo + 1gz 

The phase shift in t he t ime interval t is given by 

¢(t) = { Bot+ 1 1t g(t') z(t' ) dt' 

(3.5) 

(3.6) 

The clephasing clue to the gradient pulse is a function of the gyromagnetic 
ratio of the nucleus and gradient strength. So a magnetic field gracli nt can 
be used to label t he position of t he spins. 
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Figure 3. 7: Pulsed field gradient spin echo pulse sequence. 

3.4.1 Pulsed Field Gradient Spin Echo 

As discussed earlier , in a spin echo pulse sequence the precessional phase 
shifts associated with the posit ion of a molecule in a magnetic field gradient 
in t ime T are exactly canceled at t ime 2T by a 180° pulse that reverses the 
phase evolut ion giving rise to an echo of the FID. Any movement of mole ule 
in this time scale causes an attenuation reduction of the echo signal. Both 
random and directed translational mot ion can be measured via a spin echo 
[60] . 

The mechanism of a spin echo pulse sequence with gradients (thus called 
the pulsed-gradient spin echo or PGSE experiment) is shown in Figure 3.7. 
A 90~ radio frequency pulse is applied which rotates the magnetization from 
t he Z axis to X Y plane. During the first T period at t ime t 1 a gradient puls 
of duration o and magnitude g is applied. At t he end of the first T period, 
the phase shift is 

1
tt+6 

cjJ(T) = { BoT+ 19 z(t) dt (3.7) 
tl 

Here g has a constant amplit ude over t ime. At the end of the first T period a 
180~ rf pulse is applied which reverses the sign of the precession. At t ime t 1 + 
6. , a second gradient pulse of equal magnitude and duration is applied. If the 
spins have moved , t he degree of dephasing is proport ional to the displacement 
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in the direction of the gradient in the duration 6.. ow the total phase shift 
is given by [61] 

(3 .8) 

The echo signal attenuation S(6., 6, g) at t = 2T can be written as [62] 

S(6.,6 g)= S0 1: P (¢,2T)exp(i¢)d¢ (3.9) 

where S0 is t he signal in the absence of a field gradient. P ( ¢, 2T) is the phase 
distribution function. Since for randomly varying quantities (as in diffusion), 
the phase distribution function is given by a normalized gaussian function, 
the signal can be written as 

- (6.¢)2 
S(g) = S0 (exp (i6.¢)) = So(cxp 

2 
) (3.10) 

In the short gradient pulse limit (the SGP approximation), i.e., when 6 « 6. , 
t his equation can be written as 

(3.11) 

where D is the self diffusion coefficient . Therefore in a pulsed-field-gradient 
experiment, one can vary a generalized gradient strength parameter k, where 
k= 129262(6. - 6/3). 

Observation of the signal attenuation with increasing k yields the self-diffusion 
coefficient. 

For t h system in which we arc interested , the spin-spin relaxation is very 
short which causes a severe restriction on diffusion time 6. . This is because 
there is a second term in the attenuation equation 

? ') 2 - 6. 
S(g) = S0 exp ( -yg-6 D(6.- 6/ 3)) exp ( T

2 
) (3.12) 

So we use a stimulated echo pulse sequence (Figure 3.8). 
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Figure 3. Pulsed field gradient stimulated echo pulse sequence. 

3.4.2 Pulsed Fie ld Gradient Stimulated Echo 

In the stimulated echo pulse sequence (Figure 3.8), the 180° pulse is replaced 
by two goo pulses separated by a t ime interval T2 (also known sometimes 
as the storage time since the coherence is 'stored' along the Z axis) much 
longer t han the first time interval T 1. After the second goo pulse a homospoil 
gradient i applied to kill the remnants of t ransverse magnetization. 

The diffusion time in this experiment is determined by the largest time which 
is T2 and echo signal attenuation due to spin relaxation is determined by T1 . 

So the stimulated echo pulse sequence is well suited to measure slow difl'usion. 
In all samples we study, T1 is much longer than T2 . 

3.5 P FG NMR of Colloidal suspension 

A molecule having different chemical species has different individual chem
ical shifts. A liquid sample containing different molecular species will thus 
containing chemical shifts for each chemical group of each molecule. We can 
easily trace the particle motion just by observing the echo attenuation of 
these peaks in a pulsed-field gradient spin echo experiment. By thi proce s 
the diffusion coefficient for different chemical species can be measured simul
taneously in the same experiment. In a single entence, the advant age of a 
PFG IMR study would be to obtain spectrally resolved diffusion coeffi ients. 
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But in solids, due to slowness of molecular motion, dipole-dipole interactions 
are not averaged out. Because of that 1 H NMR spectra have the linewidths of 
tens of kHz. Due to this, the accuracy of gradient labeling of spatial position 
gets poor and, as a. result , the PFG TMR technique proves inefficient [63]. 
That is the reason why researchers rarely look at the dynamics of colloidal 
microspheres using NMR. 

Wassenius et al [30] have carried out studies of core-shell latex particles using 
the pulsed field gradient spin-echo technique. They measured the restricted 
diffusion of oil in the particle cavity. However, no detailed studies of colloidal 
phase behavior have been carried out by PFG NMR. In these experiments 
colloids had uncontrolled and large polydispersit ies. 

In the experimental section, we will discuss our method of designing a col
loidal model system for PFG-NMR studies of colloidal phase transitions. 
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Chapter 4 

EXPERIMENTAL METHODS 

One of the primary results presented in this thesis is the synthesis of a col
loidal model system for NMR studies. We modified commercial monodisperse 
colloidal spheres to be visible both by NMR spectroscopy and fluorescence 
laser-scanning confocal microscopy. Methods for this colloid synthesis a.s well 
as sample preparation techniques are discussed here. 

4.1 Preparation of NMR Visible, Fluorescent 
Colloids 

Our primary goal was t o synthesize fluorescent-labeled particles that could 
be studied both by MR and confocal microscopy. Solid polystyrene has 
a broad peak widt h and extremely short relaxation t imes. It is t hus un
observable in standard high-resolut ion JMR spin echo or stimulated echo 
experiments. Since the purchased colloidal particles were not fluorescent la
beled , we added a fluorescent dye dissolved in an organic liquid. The organic 
liquid ( oil') made the colloidal particle MR-visible while fluorescent dye 
made the particle visible by laser scanning microscopy. 

The diffusion time ( .6.) is a control parameter in pulsed-fiel l gradient MR 
experiments. For short diffusion times, oil diffuses inside of a polystyrene 
matrix and the diffusion coefficient represents the oil diffusion in an infinite 
porous polystyrene medium. For long diffusion t imes t he diffusion of oil rep
resents the diffusion of the particle itself which is the quantity we wish to 
measure. Figure 4.1 shows a. schematic view of the diffusion of oil and par
ticle. 
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Figure 4.1: Cartoon of random motion of oil droplets inside a colloidal 
polystyrene (PS) particle. For short diffusion time, one observes diffusion 
of oil in the PS matrix. For long time (corresponding to multiple passe 
of the oil droplet between the walls) one begins to measure diffusion of the 
colloidal particles itself. 
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Table 4.1: Particles Description 

I Catalog Code I Mean Diameter(p.m) I Lot Number I 
PS03N 0.99 ± 0.1 5750 
PS03N 0.79 ± 0.03 6754 
PS03N 0.54 ± 0.05 5702 
PS02N 0.25 ± 0.04 7307 

4.1.1 Characterization of Bare Particles 

Polystyrene of different mean diameters (0.99 {trn, 0.79 {tm, 0.54 {tm and 
0.25 pm) were purchased from Bangs Laboratories, Inc. We measured the 
size distribution of all particles via scanning electron microscopy (SEM). SEM 
images are shown in Figure 4.2. A descript ion of all particles are presented 
in Table 4.1. Here 0.99 pm particles have 10% polydispersity (measured 
from Figure 4.2(A) ), while the rest have polydispersity of 5% or below. This 
difference in polydispersity is seen both in the images shown (Figure 4.2(A) 
and (C)) and in the clistibution (Figure 4.2(B) and (D)). All of these particles 
are in a suspension of deionized water and 0.1% sodium doclecy 1 sulfate (SDS) 
which is a surfactant. 
The volume fraction ( ¢) of stock colloidal solution was determined by analysis 
of the dry weight of a small sample. 50 {Ll of suspension was transferred in 
an aluminum paper of known mass using a pipette. We used a pipette of 
Fisherbrand Finnpipette II that covers a volume range from 20 pl to 200 pl. 
The plate was kept at 50°C in an oven (Fisher Isotemp 500 series) for four 
hours. By that time only the dry polystyrene colloids were left in the plate. 
We used a scale (Mettler AF260 Deltarange) to measure the mass of dried 
polystyrene to a precision of 0.0001 gm. The volume of the polystyrenes 
(V Ps) was calculated from the density which is 1.05 gm/cm3

. Then the 
volume fraction ( ¢) was measured by using 

¢ = V PS ...;... 50 {£l X 100 % 

By this process the volume fraction of particles of four different diameters 
were measured as given in Table 4.2. 

4.1.2 Preparation of Oil-Infused Colloids 

Several solvents were tested to find ones that simultaneously satisfied the 
following criteria: (1) Solubility of fluorescent dye in it (2) insoluble in water 
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Figure 4.2: SEM images and analysis of size distribution for 0.99 ~nn spheres 
(Figure A and B) and for 0.79 ~-tm spheres (Figure C and D). Here 0.99 pm 
particles have 10% polydispersity (measured from Figure 4.2(A)), while the 
rest have polydispersity of 5% or below. 
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Table 4.2: Volume fraction measurement 

I Mean Dia.meter(p,m) I Volume Fraction I 
0.99 (10.9 ± 0.3)% 
0.79 (30.4 ± 0.7)% 
0.54 (10.6 ± 0.2)% 
0.25 (9.5 ± 0.2)% 

(3) Compatibility with polystyrene. The two solvents selected were p-xylene 
('xylene') and tri-methyl phenyl silane ('TPS'), both of which satisfied the 
above criteria. P-xylene has a boiling point and density of 138°C and 0.86 
g/cm3 respectively. In the case of tri-methyl phenyl silane boiling point and 
density are 170°C and 0.87 gjcm3

. The reason for choosing oils of high boiling 
point was to avoid evaporation. We purchased p-xylenc from Fisher (Prod
uct number: 05082-4, UN 1307, Class 1C) and tri-methyl phenyl silane from 
Sigma-Aldrich (Product Number: 79268, purum 2: 98% GC). Fluorescent 
dyes we used are Coumarin 6 (98%, Product number: 442631 , 1G) and Nile 
Red (Product number: N3013, 100mg), both purchased from Sigma Aldrich. 
Equal amount of (1 cm3) of colloidal suspension for each particle size were 
transferred into different glass vials (Fisherbrand , 1 dram, 15 mm ¢ x 45 
mm). Again we used a pipette of Fisherbrand Finnpipette II that covers a 
volume range from 200 p,l to 1000 f.Ll . 

A solution of fluorescent dye dissolved in either xylene or TPS (referred to 
in the following discussion simply as 'oil ') was prepared. An amount of this 
solution corresponding to 50% of the total volume of spheres was added to 
each colloidal suspension. For example in the case of a. 1 cm3 solution of 0.99 
pm spheres in water, the total volume occupied by the spheres was (10.9% 
of 1 cm3 ) equal to 0.109 cm3 . So, 50% of the total volume of spheres (50% of 
0.109 cm3 ) , equal to 54.5 p,l oil was added to this suspension. After adding 
oil, the mixture of polystyrene and oil was ultrasonicated (Branson B8510-
DTH) to break up the oil droplets and to promote speedy absorpt ion into 
polystyrene matrix. Both the sonication t ime and temperature was different 
for samples of xylene and TPS. For all samples with xylene, t he sonication 
t ime was 25 minutes and the solution temperature was 23°C. On the other 
hand, for the samples of TPS, sonication time and solution temperature were 
40 minutes and 30°C respectively. The mixture was shaken by hand twice 
during ultra.sonica.tion. Eventually the oil was completely absorbed by the 
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Ultasonication 

Oil Droplets 0 Polystyrene 

Figure 4.3: Schematic diagram of sample preparation. 

spheres. The time needed for ultrasonication appeared also to vary with par
ticle volume fraction. For example, ultrasonication time needed for samples 
with ¢ = 30% was much smaller. However, it appears that short ultrason
ication times also result in short T2 rcla.,'<ation times (discussed in Chapter 
5). Figure 4.3 shows a schematic of the preparation technique. 

So far we have discussed the synthesis of oil-infused particles for a volume 
fraction ~ 10%. Now we will discuss the preparation of binary mixture of 
0.99 ~-tm and 0.79 tml spheres. 0.79 tml of colloid-water suspension (particle 
volume fraction= 30.4%) was transferred into a glass vial of 1 dram. The 
glass vial had 1 cm3 of this suspension. P-xylene wa added at 50% of the 
total volume of spheres. At 23°C after the ultrasonication for 5 minutes, we 
got oily spheres. Then water was added to get the volume faction of 21.3%. 

We also made 0.99 tt.m sample for a volume fraction ~ 22%. For this rea
son 5 cm3 suspension of 0.99 ttm colloids was taken in a 15 cm3 disposable 
centrifuge tube (Fisher Scientific, Cat no: 05-539-5). Then the suspension 
was centrifuged (Sorvall centrifuge Legend MACH 1.6). The centrifuge speed 
was 800 rev / min. After 10 hours of centrifugation supernatant water was re
moved. By using dry weight of the sample, 22.4% particle volume fraction 
was obtained. 1 cm3 of this suspension was transferred into a 1 dram glass 
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Figure 4.4: Confocal image of 0.99 p,m sph res with the fluorescent dye (and 
p-xylene) not incorporated into the particl s. In this case mor ultrasonica
tion is ne ded. 

Figure 4.5: Confo al image of 0.99 p,m pheres with the fluore cent dye (and 
p-xylene) in id the particles. 
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Table 4.3: List of Samples Prepared 

I Samples(p,m) I Volume Fraction I Sonication Time I Temp. 

0.99p,m (p-xylene) (10.9 ± 0.4)% 25 min 23 C 
~~--~--~~~~--~~--~~~~--~~-4---

0.99p,m (tri-methyl phenyl silane) (10.9 ± 0.3)% 40 min 30 C 
~~~~--~--7-~~~----~~~~~~~_,---

0.79{lm (p-xylene) (11.9 ± 0.5)% 25 min 
----------~~~~ 

0.54jtn1 (p-xylene) (10.6 ± 0.3)% 25 min 
~~------~~~~ 

0.25p,m (p-xylene) (9.5 ± 0.2)% 25 min 
----------~----~ 

Binary Mixture: 
0.99pm(tri-methyl phenyl silane) 
0. 79p,m(p-xylene) 

(22.4 ± 0.5)% 
(21.3 ± 0.3)% 

5 min 30°C 
5 min 23°C 

vial and t ri-methyl phenyl silane was added at 50% of the total volume of 
spheres. 5 minutes of ultrasonication at 30°C was enough for the oil to go 
inside the spheres. 

Now 3 cm3 suspension of0.99 {lm (¢ = 22.4%, t ri-methyl phenyl silane inside) 
was added with the same volume amount of 0. 79 { l m suspension ( ¢ = 21.3%, 
p-xylene inside). Hence we prepared the binary mixture of two different size 
particles with different oils inside. Table 4.3 shows the list of all samples. 

The fluorescent dye dissolved in the oil made the colloids fluorescent-labeled 
and thus could be viewed by confocal microscopy. In this way we could 
confirm that the oil was absorbed by the polystyrene spheres. For example, 
Figure 4.4 shows a confocal image of 0.99 lllll spheres with the fluorescent 
dye (and p-xylene) not incorporated into the part icles while in Figure 4.5 
fluorescent dye (and p-xylene) incorporated into the particles. Thus this 
technique simultaneously makes cheap fluorescent-labeled colloids as well as 
NMR visible colloids. We transferred the all samples in 7 inch length round 
bottom NMR tubes manufactured by orell, Inc. The sample heights in each 
tubes were 4.5 to 5 em. 

4 .2 Conductivity Characterization of Colloid 
Interactions 

We confirmed our spheres behave like hard spheres just by measuring solvent 
conductivity. We used a multi-function conductivity meter (Amber Science 
Inc., Model 3082 series) . It had two types of cells known as a eli p cell and 
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Table 4.4: Values of IW for t he suspension of different size spheres 

J Mean Diameter (p,m) I Conductivity(mS/ cm) I tW I 
0.99 2.86 ± 0.04 231 
0. 79 2.86 ± 0.08 185 

~------~--------+------------------4-
0.54 2.86 ± 0.03 126 

~----------------+-----------------~ 
0.25 2.86 ± 0.03 58 

~============~==============~ 

a flow cell. Conductivity cells usually consist of two metallic plates of a 
determined size mounted in a defined area. The cell constant 'K ' (K=L/ A) 
is t he ratio of the distance between the plates (L) of the conducting path 
in centimeters to effective cross sectional area (A) of the conducting path in 
square centimeters. This model was designed to usc a cell wit h a constant 
of 10 cm-1 . We measured conductivity of all samples using a clip cell. Th 
value of conductivity was 2.86 ± 0.04 mS/cm (note 1 S = 1 n-1 

) . This 
was equivalent to the concentration of Potassium Chloride (KCl) of 2.02 
x 10- 2 mole/ liter in pure water. Then by using Equat ion 1.4, we obtained a 
value for n:- 1 which was 2 nm. Table 4.4 shows n:a for different particles. We 
considered a system to be a nearly hard sphere system when the dimensionless 
parameter n:a 2: 10. All dilutions of colloidal suspensions used potassium 
chloride (KCl) in water solut ions in order to keep the Debye-Hi.ickel length 
small. For example before adding oil, the suspension of 0. 79 Jtm spheres was 
diluted with the solut ion of potassium chloride (KCl) in water (which had 
the conductivity of 2.86 mS/cm). 

4.3 PFG NMR Measurements 

PFG-NMR measurements were carried out on a Bruker Avance II 600 spec
t rometer equipped with a Bruker 14.08 T magnet, Bruker diffusion probe 
known as Diff30. The Difi'30 probe had a Z gradient strength of 30 Gjcm/ A. 
The spectrometer was also equipped with a gradient amplifier of 60 Amp 
maximum current. So the maximum gradient was 1800 G/cm (18 T / m) by 
which we could measure the diffusion coefficient on t he order of 10- 15 m2 js. 
To avoid heating and to keep a constant sample temperature throughout the 
experiment , the probe was cooled by flowing water. A temperature control 
unit, known as BTU, was used for this purpose. The probe also includes 
exchangeable rf coil inserts with various inner diameters and resonance fre-
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quencies. As we were observing magnetic resonance of the 1 H nucleus (proton 
MR), the radiofrequency (rf) coil for 1H was used which had an inner di

ameter of 5 mm. 

In the beginning of every experimental slot , we replaced the existing probes, 
and inserted the Diff30 probe. Then we connected the gradient cable and 
two t ubes (one for water IN and another for water OUT) with it. Switching 
BTU on allowed the water to circulate inside the probe. We had to gently 
turn the probe upside clown a. few times to make sure that there were no 
air bubble inside the probe. Then we inserted the probe inside the mag
net. As the control software (Topspin 1.3) is installed in Linux system, we 
had to connect t he data. server and console just by changing the cables. In 
the AQS/2 cabinet we had to confirm that the right cable (HZ04360) was 
connected. Then pushing the red button of AQS/2 would reset the system. 
Pressing the 'Reset' button of Gradient unit made the gradient probe active. 
When the change of probe was complete, we inserted our sample. Topspin 
software was used for further experimental setup. First we had to check that 
the software could recognize the probe. Then the next t hing to check was 
sample temperature. We could change the sample temperature by using the 
software. Then we tuned the receiver manually to resonance with the oscil
lating magnetic field produced by Larmor precession of the nuclear spins in 
the sample. Homogeneity of the magnetic field is a very important issue for 

MR experiments. In the jargon of MR, t his is known as 'shimming' . Poor 
shimming causes an inhomogeneous broadening of the TMR spectrum. As 
soon a.s we reached the target temperature of the sa.mple, we shimmed on the 
fourier transform of FID (the NMR spectrum) to maximize peak intensity or 
minimize peak width. All experiments were clone at 25°C. 

After the adjustment of temperature, tuning and shimming, we carried out 
experiments to select the duration P1 for a goo pulse for our samples. This 
was clone by a series of experiments where the pulse duration P 1 was varied. 
For a value of P 1 corresponds to 360° pulse, signal intensity was zero. Di
viding the 360° pulse time by 4, we measured the goo pulse length. We then 
setup a one-dimensional (lD) experiment. 

Figure 4.6 and Figure 4.7 show the fourier transformed lD spectrum for p
xylene and tri-methyl phenyl silane inside o.gg f-L111 and 0.7g f-Lm particles 
respectively. In both Figure 4.6 and Figure 4.7 the large peak (marked B) 
between 4 and 5 ppm is the water peak, and the peaks near 7 ppm (marked 
A) come from phenyl groups. The peaks marked C in Figure 4.6 and Fig
ure 4. 7, however at different chemical shifts, are methyl peak. The methyl 
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Figure 4.6: lD spectrum of p-xylene inside 0.99 p,m colloids. A, B and C are 
the phenyl, water and methyl peaks respectively. 

peak in Colloid- 0.99 p.m is shifted from the Colloid- 0. 79 pm methyl peak 
by 2 ppm. 

As discussed in Section 3.4.1 and Section 3.4.2, a stimulated echo pulse se
quence was used to measure the diffusion coefficient. The parameters in
cluded 6. = 300 ms, fJ = 2 ms and gradient values were varied according 
t o the purpose of each experiment. The diffusion t ime 6. can be varied to 
probe short or long t ime diffusion, but was limited by signal strength (longer 
6. causes more T1 relaxation). The gradient application t ime fJ was limited 
primarily by T2 relaxation. Also the t ime between successive repetit ions of 
the experiment (for signal averaging), ch, was chosen to be large om pared 
to the T1 relaxation time (d 1 2: 5T1) . So T1 and T2 were very important 
parameters for diffusion experiments. 

For each sample the list of N MR experiments we followed wer 
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Figure 4.7: lD spectrum of tri-methyl phenyl silane inside 0.79 J.tm colloids. 
A, B and C ar the phenyl, water and methyl peaks respectively. 
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• Determination of P 1 . 

• lD experiment. 

• T1 and T2 measurements. 

• Diffusion experiment . 

All experimental results are presented in the next chapter. 
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Chapter 5 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

5.1 T1 and T2 Relaxation Times 

We measured T1 and T2 for all samples by using the pulse programs described 
in Section 3.2.1 and Section 3.2.2. The results are shown in Table 5.1. The T1 

relaxation in all samples is of order 1 second. The T2 relaxation varies widely 
from one sample to anot her between 90 ms and 200 ms. At t he present time, 
it appears that longer T2 's correlate with longer ult rasonication times during 
colloid preparation. This is likely clue to the fact that the oil slightly swells 
the polystyrene matrix. Longer ult rasonication might accelerate this process. 
It was also observed that the T2 relaxation t imes measured immediately upon 
sample preparation was smaller than in the same sample a week later. 

5.2 Diffusion Coefficient of Single Species 

In monoclisperse suspensions, one can obtain diffusion coefficients for the 
water peak and the methyl/ phenyl peaks simultaneously. The signal attenu
ation of t he water peak yields the water diffusion coefficient in the colloidal 
suspension according to the equation (from Equation 3.11) 

(5. 1) 

Shown in Figure 5.1 is the signal attenuation for the p-xylene spectrum for 
gradient strengths (in G/ cm) from 30 G/ cm to 1000 G/ cm in 32 steps where 
the water signal has been complet ely eliminat ed . This would not be the case 
for bulk p-xylene which has a self diffusion coefficient of the same order of 
magnitude as water(~ 2 x 1o- 9 m2 / s ). However , p-xylene in a polystyrene 
colloid diffuses more slowly(~ 1.4 x 10- 12 m2 / s) . 
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Table 5.1 : Relaxation times T1 and T2 for All Samples. The typical errors in 
T1 was 0.1 s, T2 was 0.2 ms. 

I Samples(p.m) 

0.99pm (p-xylene) 
0.99J,nn (tri-methyl phenyl silane) 
0.79pm (p-xylene) 
0.54pm (p-xylcnc) 
0.25p.m (p-xylenc) 
Binary Mixture: 
0.99J,lm(tri-methyl phenyl silane) 
0. 79pm(p-xylene) 

0 
0 

"' 

row 20 fro• sp2260a 
SP2260a • 120 / OPt 
s,:2 ~t.>t"la • 115 lop. 
.' • 1.• .. , 

spLibOa • 1(\~ /('lr, t 

• 1 /OPt 
user 
;ser 
. " 
Jser A 

j 

user 

I Volume Fraction I T1 I T2. 
(10.9 ± 0.4)% 1 s 214.2 ms 
(10.9 ± 0.3)% 1 s 147.6 ms 
(11.9 ± 0.5)% 1 8 96.7 ms 
(10.6 ± 0.3)% 800 ms 108.8 ms 
(9.5 ± 0.2)% 1 s 91.4 ms 

(22.4 ± 0.5)% 1 s 92.0 ms 
(21.3 ± 0.3)% 1 s 108.5 ms 

D 

c 

B 

A 

Figure 5. 1: Stimulated echo signal attenuation of p-xylene signal for increas
ing gradient value (in gauss/ em) (A) 163.87 G/ cm , (B) 318.71 G/ cm, (C) 
473.55 G/ cm and (D) 628.399 G/ cm. 
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Figure 5.2: Non-mono-exponential signal attenuation curve for 0.99 { tm 

polystyrene suspension. Note that ln(Signal) is plotted, so single exponen
tial behavior according to Equation 5.1 would result in a linear plot. Here 
k is a gradient strength parameter where k= --y2g262 (D.- 6/3) . The initial 
slope ~ 1.4 x 10-12 m2 js, is interpreted as the effective diffu ion coefficient 
of p-xylene in the porous polystyrene matrix. 

A signal attenuation for such an experiment is shown in F igure 5.2. Here the 
signal attenuation curve is not a mono-exponential curve. There are multiple 
effects that are important: 

• P-xylene is diffusing in a porous polystyrene medium. 

• We hypothesized that on exponential timescales, the porous medium 
simply makes the effective diffusion coefficient smaller. 

• Even so, the p-xylene should see the effect of particle size (restricted 
diffusion) . 

• In addition, there is the slow diffusion of the colloid itself. 
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5.2.1 Restricted Diffusion 

Diffusion of molecules inside a cavity is known as 'restricted diffusion'. As 
the molecules inside the cavity are not diffusing freely, the behavior of sig
nal attenuation is different from that of unrestricted diffusion. Murday and 
Cotts [64] obtained the signal attenuation of a pulsed-field gradient spin echo 
experiment for the diffusion within a reflecting spherical boundary of ra.diu. 
a (note that this equation implies that the signal still has a. mono-exponential 
dependence, but that the relation of the slope to the diffusion coefficient is 
more complicated) 

00 

where F = L f(am) and 
m=l 

Here am are the roots of t he Bessel function equation 

CXmal~ (ama) - ~]~ (ama) = 0 

(5.2) 

(5.3) 

(5.4) 

Still the signal attenuation for restricted diffusion is an exponential d cay but 
apart from band .6., it has a dependence on the size (a) of the cavity as well. 
Note that Equation 5.3 would reduce to the signal attenuation equation for 
bulk diffusion (Equation 5.1) when the size of the spherical boundary b come 
very large. By using Ma.thema.tica we solved Equation 5.2 numerically for 
2a= 0.99 ~tm , .6.= 300 ms, 0=2 ms and D= 1.4 x 10-12 m2 /s to 2 x 10-!J 
m2 js. The dependence ofF on D is shown in Figure 5.3. 

Again a plot of signal attenuation of xylene inside 0.99 ~tm spheres is plotted 
as a function of k' where k' = 21 2g2. Following Equation 5.2, the slop of this 
exponential curve is equal to F. Figure 5.4 shows the plot where we obtained 
F= (1.7 ± 0.1) x l0- 18 m2 s2. From Figure 5.3 it is quite clear that there is 
no such value of F to get the diffusion coefficient of oil inside the particle. 
This is because the derivation of signal attenuation formula has been carried 
out only for the case of liquid contained in a sph rical cavity. 
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Figure 5.3: A numerical solution of Equation 5.3 for 2a= 0.99 p,m, ~= 300 
ms, 6=2 ms and D= 1.4 x 10-12 m2 /s to 2 x 10-9 m2 js. The range of D 
values used are experimentally reasonable values. The high value (2 x 10- 9 

m2 /s) is an upper limit corresponding to bulk p-xylene. The low value (1.4 
x 10- 12m 2 /s) get from initial slope of Figure 5.2. 
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Figure 5.5: Experiments of large gradient show single slope behavior. 

Thus our hypothesis that the porous medium simply made the eff ctive dif
fusion coefficient smaller appears not to be valid. In the present case, we 
have oil diffusing within a polystyrene matrix which is a complex porous 
structure. Such diffusion in a porous structure can be simulated by using 
molecular dynamics simulation which has not done yet . So currently it i 
not possible to fit t he entire data (for all gradient strengths) using a single 
functional form. 

5.2.2 Relation of Diffusion Coefficient With Sphere Di
ameter 

For all of our analysis, we assume reasonably that regardl ss of the final 
fit function for restricted diffusion, it hould asymptotically approach the 
colloid diffusion value at large gradient strengths. It is shown in Figure 5.5 
that the signal attenuation for large gradient show single slope behavior. 
Here the gradient strengths varied from from 300 G I em to 1000 G I em in 
32 steps. Using the asymptote to the curve of ln (Signal) vs. gradient 
strength parameter k and for monodisperse colloidal suspensions with particle 
diameter 0. 99 f.tlll, 0. 79 J.tm, 0. 54 J.tm and 0. 25 J.tm the diffusion measur ment 
results are as shown in Table 5.2. It is worth mentioning that the diffusion 
coefficient for 0.99 pm colloids (for both xylene and TPS infused colloids) 
agrees, within n or. 

Figure 5.6 shows that our assumption (of asymptotic behavior at large gradi
ents corresponding to colloid diffusion) for data analysis is indeed valid. The 
measured colloid diffusion values for different particle sizes are compared with 
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Table 5.2: Diffusion Coefficient of All Samples. In all cases we used the 
diffusion coefficient of HDO in pure D20 (1.902 x 10- 9 m2 / sec at 25°C) as 
our calibration standard. 

Samples(Mm) 
0.99{tm (p-xylene) 

0.99{lm (tri-methyl phenyl silane) 
0.79pm (p-xylene) 
0.54{tm (p-xylene) 
0.25{tm (p-xylene) 

the Stokes-Einstein prediction. The solid curve is for infinite dilution, while 
the dashed curve is the corrected functional form using hydrodynamic the
ory for a finite volume fraction of the suspensions. The diffusion coefficients 
measured are within ~ 10% of the theoretical value. 

5.2.3 Comparison With Other Work 

Comparing our data with other work done with PFG NMR [29, 30, 50], it is 
found that our results of diffusion coefficient agree quite well with the theo
retical prediction. In an infinitely dilute suspension, the ratio D / Do is equal 
to 1. Because we did experiments for a finite volume fraction , D / Do should 
be less than 1 as shown in Figure 5. 7. This ratio was far off for the experi
ment done by Wassenius et al [30], but is below unity in the experiments of 
Blees et al [29] and Wagner et al [50] . A value close to unity suggests that 
one is indeed probing true colloid diffusion. 

5.2.4 Diffusion Coefficient For Different Diffusion Times 

Free bulk diffusion would be characterized by independence of the diffusion 
coefficients obtained from the diffusion time 1::::.. M asuring the D vs 1::::. (Fig
ure 5.8) we found that the diffusion coefficient decreases as (A+ B/ !::::. ). Here 
A=(6.13 ± 0.02) x 10- 11 m2 / sand B=(3.01 ± 0.02) x 10- 13 m2 . Note B has 
the dimension (length)2 and ·/B corresponds to a length of 0.5 {lm. 

Our hypothesis for oil-infused particles was that for long enough 1::::. the dif
fusion of oil represents the diffusion of the particle itself. Figure 5.8 shows 
the dependence of diffusion coefficient on 1::::.. For a short diffusion time, the 
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diffusion coeffi ient represents the diffusion of oil inside the sphere. As the 
random motion of oil is restricted by t he boundary of the ph re, diffusion 
coefficient of oil varies with 6. . So for 6. 2':300 ms, we probe the colloidal 
diffusion. For 6. ;::::::: 500 ms, 6. ;::::::: T1 (the interparticle interaction distance) 
and the measured colloidal diffusion coefficient is becoming more sensitiv to 
interparticle collisions. 

5.3 A Binary Mixture 

5.3.1 ID Spectrum 

In the binary mixture we had tri-methyl phenyl silane in 0.99 ~lm particles 
and p-xylene in 0. 79 M111 particles. The 1 D spectrum is shown in Figure 5. 9 

5.3 .2 Simultaneous Measurement of Two Species 

Ftom the binary mixture, we obtained simultaneous signal attenuations for 
both large and small particles (Figure 5.10) and t hus the diffusion coefficient 
of two species simultaneously. Diffusion coefficients for 0.99 ~tm and 0.79 ~tm 
are (4.11± 0.1) x 10-13 m2/sec and (4.79± 0.1) x 10-13 m2/sec respectively 
(Figure 5.10 and solid spheres in Figure 5.11). Comparison of these data with 
hydrodynamic theory (Equation 2.8 and Equation 2.9) requires the value of 
diffusion coefficients at dilute limit (D0 ). Using the ideal Stokes-Einstein 
value rather than an experimentally measured D0 , we find that the diffusion 
coefficients for the binary mixture are ~ 7% larger than that pr dieted by 
hydrodynamic theory (Equation 2.8 and Equation 2.9). An experimental 
measurement of diffusion coefficient at infinite dilution can be obtained by 
measuring the volume fraction dependence of the diffusion coefficient, which 
is to be done in future. But the ratio of values of diffusion coefficient for two 
particles in t he same binary suspension are close to the particle size ratio, 
which is expected for dilute suspension. 

5.4 Discussion 

We obtain spectrally-resolved MR signals for colloidal microspheres in aque
ous suspension. The signal arises not from the colloid itself but from oil 
absorbed within the porous colloid matrix. PFG-N I!R studies exhibit a 
non-mono-exponential signal attenuation curve (Figure 5.2) indicating that 
oil undergoes diffusion in a restricted g ometry. 
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We hypothesized a simple form of restricted diffusion for the oil in the colloid. 
We simply assumed that t he oil had an effectively lower different diffusion 
coefficient in porous polystyrene but still experienced restrictions simply clue 
to the sphere boundary (as in Equation 5.2 to Equation 5.4). Our simple 
hypothesis for diffusion in a spherical cavity is not upheld by experiments 
implying t hat a more complicated theory is needed (simulation of xylene 
in porous medium that is itself a. sphere execut ing a random walk). How
ever at large gradient strengths, the signal attenuation appears to have an 
asymptotic mono-exponent ial form (Figure 5.5) . Using this asymptote we 
get reasonably good agreement with theoretical expectations. In particular , 
all diffusion coefficients are below the ideal value at infinite dilut ion, which 
is an upper bound. Deviat ions from the hydrodynamic t heory must be ad
dressed with systemat ic experiments as a function of volume fraction . Our 
PFG-NMR measurements are signal-limited for volume fractions less than 
10%. However at low volume volume fractions (1 %) confocal microscopy ex
periments can be carried out to yield diffusion coefficients of infinite dilution. 
Dependence on D. implies some form of restricted diffusion. Moreover, the 
dependence on D at large D. (D. ~ 500 ms) suggests that we are pro bing the 
slowing down of colloid diffusion due to int rparticl . interactions. 

We are able to probe bidisperse colloidal suspensions successfully using PFG 
NMR, and simultaneously obtain diffusion coefficients for each species. 
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Chapter 6 

CONCLUSIONS 

6.1 Summary 

In this thesis we devised a synthesis scheme to make colloidal particl s NMR
visible as well as visible by fluorescence laser-scanning confocal microscopy. 
This wa.s done by making 'oil'-infusecl colloidal particles, by mixing a water
insoluble organic liquid - eit her p-xylene or tl·iphenyl methyl silane - with 
a colloidal . uspension of polystyrene micro pheres and ultrasonicating un
til it was absorbed within the microspheres. A dissolved fluorescent ely in 
the oil made the particles fluorescent. We used the fluoresc nee to charac
terize the uniformity of the oil ab orption by confocal microscopy. We u cl 
measurements of conductivity to en ur that our system was hard-spher like. 

The synthesized susp nsions of colloids were probed by PFG-NMR. Sine we 
probe diffusion of colloids via diffusion of th oil absorbed in it, the signal 
attenuation has multipl effects. First oil diffuses within th pores of the 
polystyrene that make up the colloidal spheres. Second, th bounclarie of 
the spheres act a restrictions for colloid diffusion. Third, the (slower) mo
tion of colloids contributes to the measured oil diffusion. The thir 1 eff ct is 
most important at high gradient field trengths. 

Treating the polymer sphere as a simple spherical cavity, we attempted to 
fit the entire signal attenuation curve at all gradient strengths. Such a fit is 
not possible, sugg sting a more complicated model for diffusion within the 
polystyrene matrix. However by extracting th asymptotic behavior at high 
gradient field strengths (the ma.,-ximum value used was 1100 G / em) we were 
able to obtain true colloi 1 diffusion coefficients for monodisperse suspensions 
at different particle sizes. The experimental r sults are in reasonable agree-
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ment with hydrodynamic theory. 

The dep nden e of diffu ·ion coefficient on diffusion time 6., displayed an x
p cted slowing down at large diffusion times when colloid-colloid interaction 
becomes mor important. It also suggests that both short-time and long
time diffu ion coefficients can be accessible in the e studie . 

We successfully measured diffusion coefficients for two particle species (a 'bi
nary colloidal mixture') simultaneously by I FG- MR which, as a result, will 
allow studies of binary colloidal suspensions as a function of colloid siz s and 
number ratio , for different volume fractions. 

The model system presented in this thesis stablishes that the study of the 
dynamics at colloidal phase transitions is po ·sible using PFG- MR. 

6.2 Future Work 

Our goal is to study the dynamics of hard sphere colloidal suspensions at 
phase transitions. A systematic study requir s that w account for th re
stricted diffu ion of oil (xylene/TPS) quantitatively so the entire signal atten
uation curve can be fit. The measurement of diffusion coefficient as a function 
of 6. will allow us to extract both the short an llong time s lf-diffusion coef
ficients in on sy tem (as well as cro s-over intermediate values). This would 
be an important d velopment in the study of colloidal dynami s. 

Using PFG-I MR we can measure th diffusion coefficient for a colloidal us
pen ion of volume fraction greater than 10%. Confocal mi roscopy is, on 
the other hand limited to volume fractions less than 3%. As our pruticles 
are NMR-visible as w ll as fluorescent labeled, we will use paJticle tracking 
confocal microscopy at low volume fraction to obtain single-sp cies diffusion 
coefficients to the dilute limit (thi. i an experimental alternative to u ing 
the Stokes-Einstein relation). We al o plan to study the volume fraction 
dependence of diffusion coefficients both for mono-dispers and bi- lisperse 
hard sphere colloidal suspensions. This will allow us to test the vali lity of 
hydrodynamic theory for these sy tems. 

In the ca e of binary su pen ion , on incr asing volume fra tion one should 
observe (for different size ratios and number ratios) a coupling of diffusion 
coefficients 1 ading eventually at high packing to glassy behavior. Th onset 
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of gla sy behavior as a function of particl size ratios and volum fractions has 
been probed theoretically but not in d tail experimentally. We will approach 
this regime on increasing particle volume fraction above 55 ?b. Th goal is 
therefore to study binary mixture for various particle size ratios and number 
ratios in ord r to obtain detailed dynamic · of oncentrat d olloidal pha es 
such as in con cntratcd colloidal fluid FCC and glass phase . 
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